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Fear, grief, and pain.... the perfect mixture for the deadly cocktail that drives KoKo head first into

danger as she tries to hold onto her throne. Betrayal, distrust, and a struggle for power almost

destroys all that she has built. Kayson is back on the scene and refuses to bow to anyone. The

power is up for grabs and there are many hands in the pot. There's a boss that will live to the end,

but who will succumb to The Pussy Trap's Death by Temptation?
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Ever so often you come across a author that have u up all night not wanting to sleep because there

book is so good! Ne Ne Capri is that author for me I was up all night because I couldn't put this

damn book down! The realness in the characters is why I'm so drawn to this series there was never

a bored or dull part to this book every scene was action pack and jaw dropping! I'm happy to see my

man KAYSON show up and show out! The boss is back baby and his queen KoKo is still a bad

bitch! Can't wait for part 4 because there has to be a part 4 lol #Trappin

Straight Fiyyyaa from beginning to end...Boss Lady did her thing in this book she really tried to tie

up all the loose ends she could from the first book but there are still some secrects that are left to

come out.She has been blessed with a great gift,that pen of hers writes nothing but Fiyyyyaaaa.My

girl KoKo showed why she is a Boss and Queen of her castle...We got more of KoKos golden eggs

of knowledge for the ladies and relationship advice for when times get hard...lol I love Kayson and

Koko but there was a bit of a power struggle,however the best thing about KoKo and Kayson is that



they respect each others gangsta. KoKo is a Boss and Kayson knows it but at the same time she

submits to her husband when the time comes..They had alot of mistrust with his returning but they

keep that between them and worked it out, yet proving that loyalty is everything..KoKo and Kayson

have unconditional love and their own code that they go by, this is what makes their relationship

stronger than Teflon..I'm on pins and needs waiting for book 4..Who will rise from the dead next?

Whats happens to bring them out of retirement? Woot Woot Cant wait!!!!!!!!!!!

This book was the shit. I loved every minute of it I would have never guessed kayson father was so

evil. Theirs all a lot of grimy people In this book and kayson mother was a bitch and koko mother

omg!!! I can't wait for part part four.

Wow...Where do I start...This was an very anticipated book for me. It was not disappointing....But I

must tell you, I am truly GRIEF STRICKEN....Nene brought all the same flavor once again with

straight in your face dialogue and non stop twists and turns between the characters as well as jaw

dropping Drama from the past.I am still Shaking my head at some of the dialogue that comes out of

Koko and Night. Night truly shined as a DARK KNIGHT in this book. I was so amazed at how he

and Baseem were down for Koko no matter what. She had a ROD for life....I am trying my best not

to give too much information, so I will end it with...GO GET IT and buckle down for a fast pace

read...Can't wait for PT4

Great, Fabulous, Off the Hook can't even describe how great this series of books is. One book is no

better than the other. You never know what is going to happen next. NeNe Capri owes me nothing

at all with The Pussy Trap series! Highly recommended that you get #Trapped!

This book had me on the edge on m seat koko was something else I was mad as hell at boa though

kason still that nicca him and koko ain't taking no shit... Nene Capri did her thaaaaaaannnnnnnnng

with this one she never disappoints she always come harder. Can't wait for pussy trap 4

-Omg I love the book.I wasn't expecting all that I read.I was so glad that all things got answered in

this book.Glad that Kayson wasn't mad at Koko about killing his mother.Cant believe they got

pregnant again and that Night and Bas has ones on the way too.Enjoyed the book so much and

can't wait for there to be a Pussy Trap 4



This book was the bomb. I loved it and I need more! Koko don't play about hers. It's her way or the

high way for real. This is filled with surprise after surprise. The sex scene again were off the hook.

Kay is the true boss and everybody needs to learn that or die trying cause he's comin out on top.

Can't wait until the next.
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